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ABSTRACT
Human diploid cells (WI-38) were serially subcultivated at partial pressures of
oxygen (Po,) ranging from 5.6 mm Hg to 608 mm Hg. At a Po2 of 5.6 mm Hg, the
number of doublings to phase out was less than that of control cells at a Pm of 137
mm Hg. Cultures grown at Po,'S of 24, 49, or 137 mm Hg grew at the same rate
and phased out after a similar number of population doublings. Population
lifespan was markedly shortened by chronic exposure to elevated Po~'S, a phenomenon that was, in part, reversible.
d-l-a-Tocopherol (10/~g/ml or 100/zg/ml) homogenized into the medium at each
weekly subcultivation did not extend the lifespan of cells at reduced, ambient, or
elevated oxygen tensions. These results indicate that neither oxygen toxicity nor
free radical reactions play a significant role in limiting the lifespan of WI-38 cells
grown in vitro under ambient oxygen tensions (Pro 137 mm Hg).
The degradative changes associated with aging
have been hypothesized to be due, in part, to free
radical reactions (4, 25-27, 42, 51, 52) that are
universal in living organisms (31). According to
the free radical theory of aging, normal cellular
function is ultimately limited by peroxidative damage which decreases the organisms' ability to respond adaptively to environmental change (26,
39, 52).
Evidence showing that peroxidative degradation of purified cellular components can be initiated in vitro by molecular oxygen, peroxidized
lipids, or other free radical generating mechanism,
lends support to this view (6, 7, 16, 50, 52).
However, the results of studies purporting to
demonstrate animal lifespan extension after the
addition of dietary antioxidants have been equivocal (8, 9).
Human diploid cells in culture present a unique
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model system for examining the effects of oxygen
and free radicals at the cellular level. These cultures have a finite lifespan in terms of the number
of population doublings they can achieve (28, 29).
The cultures can be serially subcultivated many
times, but eventually growth slows, debris accumulates, and the population is lost. This degeneration has been interpreted as a manifestation of
aging at the cellular level.
Several lines of evidence indicate that the aging
changes observed in vitro may have relevance to
those changes observed in vivo. For example, normal cells that are serially transplanted in vivo in
syngeneic host animals also have a limited proliferative capacity (13, 14, 33, 49, 55). In cultures
derived from human donors of different ages,
there appears to be an inverse relationship between the lifespan of the culture and the age of the
donor (23, 28, 35, 38, 43, 48).
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MATERIALS

AND METHODS

Cell Culture Procedure
The human diploid cell line WI-38 (29) was obtained
from Dr. L. Hayflick at Stanford University, and cells
were grown in Eagle's minimal essential medium (MEM)
(18) containing Earle's balanced salt solution (Auto
Pow, Flow Laboratories, Rockville, Md.) and supplemented before autoclaving with vitamins as formulated
for Eagle's basal medium (17). Immediately before use,
the medium was supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine
(Flow Laboratories), 20 mM NaHCO3 (Microbiological
Associates, Bethesda, Md.) and fetal bovine serum
(FBS) (10% vol/vol; Flow Laboratories). No antibiotics
were used.
Cultures were routinely grown at 37~ in 75 cm 2
sealed polystyrene flasks (Falcon Plastics no. 3024, Oxnard, Calif.) containing 40 ml of medium (46), and with
a gas phase volume of 233 cm 3. In one series of experiments, cells were grown in 65 em 2 flint glass 8-ounce
prescription bottles (Brockway Glass, Haddonfield, N.
J.), tightly sealed with a red rubber sleeve stopper, and
secured with rubber bands. These vessels were filled with
30 ml of medium and had a gas phase volume of 223
cm 3. In both types of vessels, a 4.9-5.0 mm layer of
medium covered the cell sheet.
Subcultivations were carded out weekly on confluent
monolayers. The cells were released from the plastic by
treatment with trypsin (0.25%) (Flow Laboratories) in
Ca ++- and Mg++-free Eagle's MEM. After suspension in
medium containing 10% FBS, the cells were counted
and seeded into appropriate vessels at a density of 1 x
liP cells/cm2. All cell counts were done electronically,
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using a Coulter Counter (Coulter Electronics, Hialeah,

Fla.).
If the cultures were not confluent after 7 days of
growth, they were refed every 7 days until confluence
was reached or until phase-out. Phase-out was defined as
the inability to achieve confluence after four feedings
over a 4-wk period.
Population doublings were calculated in the standard
way (11) by comparing cell counts per vessel at seeding
with counts at confluence. The percentage of labeled
nuclei was determined autoradiographically by the
method of Cristofaio and Sharf (11). Cultures were
monitored routinely for mycoplasma contamination by
the method of Levine (36).

Routine Gassing Procedure
The flasks were gassed to equilibrium both before and
after the cells were seeded with analyzed certified standard gas mixtures obtained from Matheson Gas Products
(East Rutherford, N. J.). These included 5% CO=, balance N=; 5% CO~, 5% O2, balance N=; 5% CO=, 20%
Oa, balance N=; 5% CO2, 50% 02, balance N=; 5% CO=
and 95% 02. A mixture of 10% CO2, balance room air
was obtained from Airco (Lodi, N. J.).
All vessels were incubated stationary at 37"C for 24 h
to allow the cells to attach; the flasks were then placed
(unless indicated) on a horizontally moving platform on a
model 6250 Eberbach Shaker (Eberbach Corp., Ann
Arbor, Mich.) adjusted to move through a 4-era excursion cycle in 9 s. The gentle shaking insured that significant gas diffusion gradients would be minimized in the
medium.
The oxygen tension of the medium of duplicate flasks
was measured at weekly or biweekly intervals as described previously (2, 3), using a Blood Gas Analyzer
(model 113, Instrumentation Laboratories, Lexington,
Mass.). At an atmospheric pressure of 760 mm Hg, a
5.0% CO=, 20.0% 02, 75.0% N2, gas mixture equilibrated in a flask with medium at 37~ would give a Pn,o
47 mm Hg, Pco, 35.6 mm Hg, Po, 142.6 mm Hg and PN,
534.8 mm Hg.
The replicate lifespan experiments were performed
with different sublines of WI-38 cells and by two investigators.

Recovery o f Cells after Exposure
to Elevated Oxygen Tensions
The percentage of the cell population capable of initiating DNA synthesis after a 96-h exposure to an elevated
( > atmos.) oxygen tension was determined autoradiographically. Young cells (88% labeled nuclei) were
seeded at 1 x 104 cells/cm2 in 2.0 ml of medium into two
chamber Labtek vessels (Labtech, Inc., Westmont, I11.,
5.29 cmZ/well). The vessels were placed in stationary
desiccators containing 3-5 cm of water to maintain humidity and equilibrated with 5% CO2, 50% 02, 45% N=
or 5% CO2, 95% 02. The oxygen tension in the desicea-
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A s cultures of WI-38 cells age, the n u m b e r of
lysosomes a n d a m o r p h o u s insoluble deposits increases (37, 44), a n d intracellular fluorescent deposits associated with the lysosomes a n d most pron o u n c e d in the nondividing cells accumulate (15).
T h e s e deposits have b e e n i n t e r p r e t e d as being
analogous to lipofuscin a c c u m u l a t e d in the cells of
aging animals a n d associated with lipid peroxidation (6, 15, 30, 51, 52).
Packer a n d Smith have r e p o r t e d t h a t the addition of 1 0 / ~ g / m l or 1 0 0 / ~ g / m l of the antioxidant
d - l - a - t o c o p h e r o l e x t e n d e d the p o p u l a t i o n doublings of W I - 3 8 cells from 65 to 115 (40). In
previous studies, we delineated the effect of oxygen on the growth a n d m e t a b o l i s m of WI-38 cells
and d e m o n s t r a t e d that these cells are exquisitely
sensitive to growth inhibition by elevated partial
pressures of oxygen ( 1 - 3 ) . It was of interest, t h e n ,
to investigate what changes in the lifespan of these
cultures could b e p r o d u c e d by alterations in ambient oxygen tension and to f u r t h e r evaluate the
effects of vitamin E in the culture m e d i u m .

tors was monitored by withdrawing a sample of gas
through a sealed septum covering the evacuation port.
After 96 h at the elevated oxygen tension, the Labteck
vessels were removed from the desiccators and placed in
a 5% CO2, 95% room air (Po~ 137 mm Hg) incubator
and [3H]thymidine was added to a final concentration of
0.1 /xCi/ml or 2.5 #Ci/ml (2 Ci/mmol). At the indicated
times, the chambers were disassembled, and the slides
rinsed three times in 37"C phosphate-buffered saline,
and fixed for 30 min in 3:1 (vol/vol) of
CHaOH:CHaCO2H followed by 5 min in CHaOH. At
the completion of the experiment, all slides were simultaneously hydrolyzed and stained with Schiff's reagent, as
described by Grove and Mitchell (24), and processed
through autoradiography.

For all experiments involving vitamin E, d-i-a-tocopherol (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo.) was
homogenized in complete medium (1 mg/ml), using an
all stainless-steel Waring blender with Teflon washers
(Eberbach Corp.). At each weekly subcultivation,
freshly prepared vitamin E homogenate was added to the
culture medium at a concentration of either 10/~g per ml
or 100 /zg per ml. Equivalent aliquots of homogenized
medium without vitamin E were added to culture medium to control for homogenized media effects. Because
of the slightly reduced attachment of cells initially exposed to vitamin E, all cultures were incubated without
shaking.
Statistical significance was determined (unless otherwise indicated) by unpaired t-test analysis, using a separate variance formula with the t value for a given level of
significance determined by averaging t values for n 1 - 1
and n 2 1 degrees of freedom (41). All experimental
results are reported with the standard deviation of their
mean (-SD).
-

-

RESULTS
Fig. 1 illustrates the effect of oxygen tension on
the lifespan of WI-38 cells. Cells serially subcultivated from population doubling level (PDL) 19 at
Po~'S of 24 mm Hg, 49 mm Hg, or 137 mm Hg
grew similarly and phased out after a similar number of population doublings, here 67-71. Cultures
incubated at a Po2 of 608 mm Hg did not proliferate. There were no differences in cell attachment
between the various oxygen tensions throughout
the cell lifespan (2).
Table I summarizes the results of a series of
replicate experiments performed with different
sublines of WI-38 cells. These results show that, in
every case, although elevated oxygen tensions
( > atmos.) poison WI-38 cells and markedly decrease their lifespan, there is no lifespan extension
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Recovery after Exposure to Elevated
Oxygen Tensions
The cultures were exposed to a Po2 of 341 +- 34
mm Hg for 7 days (week 1) and were then subcultivated and exposed to a Po~ of 137 - 9 mm Hg or
to a Po~ of 341 mm Hg for various numbers of
weeks (refeeding at weekly intervals) before being
equilibrated with a Po2 of 137 -+ 9 mm Hg serially
for 3 additional weeks to allow recovery. Recovery was defined, in this experiment, as the ability
to achieve enough cells in the flask to seed one
daughter flask (at 1 x 104 cells/cm 2) and sufficient
subsequent growth of the daughter flask to allow
for subcultivation.
Cells incubated at a Po2 of 341 +- 34 mm Hg for
1 wk and then subsequently exposed to a Po~ of
137 -+ 9 mm Hg recovered and were subcultivated
for nearly as long as control cells never exposed to
the higher oxygen tension (Table III).
Recovery of the cell population from prolonged
exposure to elevated partial pressures of oxygen,
although variable, was sharply limited if the cells
were exposed to a Po~ of 341 mm Hg for more
than 2 wk. In addition, the lifespan of the cell
populations that did recover after 5-7 weeks of
exposure to Po~ -> 340 was shorter than that of
sister cultures never exposed to this elevated oxygen tension (Table III and Fig. 1).
Cells that had 95% labeled nuclei (LN) before a
7-day exposure to Po~ 341 m m Hg were found to
have 29 - 12% (N = 17) LN 24 h after this
exposure. However, if these cells were allowed to
recover at a Po~ of 137 mm Hg for 7 days and were
then subcultivated weekly, the percentage of LN
increased, plateaued at about 77 --- 7% LN (N =
18) for weeks 2-4, and then gradually decreased
over many subsequent weeks of growth as previously described by Cristofalo and Sharf (11).
To determine whether population recovery was
due to the presence of a few oxygen-resistant
clones in the population or whether recovery was
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Antioxidant Procedures

when cells are serially subcultivated at lower partial pressure ( < atmos.) of oxygen.
To determine the effect of very low oxygen
tensions on lifespan, the cells were grown in sealed
glass vessels that were kept stationary to maximize
any oxygen diffusion gradients. Cultures that were
serially subcultivated at a Po2 of 5.6 m m Hg grew
more slowly (2, 3) and phased out after fewer
population doublings than control cells grown at a
Po2 of 119 mm Hg (Table II).
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l~ouP,~ 1 The effect of oxygen tension on the lifespan of h u m a n diploid cells. Cells were serially
subcultivated as described in Materials and Methods at the indicated oxygen tension. This figure is an
accumulative representation of the data whose endpoints are expressed in Table I, exp. 1 A and (for the
recovery experiment) Table III.
TABLE I

The Effect of Oxygen Tension on the Lifespan of W1-38 Cells
Population doubling level
Exp 1"

Exp 2

Exp 3

Exp 4

Phase-outw
Oxygen tension
ramHg~

24
49
137
341
608

_+ 711
--- 6
--- 9
-+ 34
-+ 62

Begin

A

B

Begin

Phase-out

Begin

Phase-out

Begin

Phase-out

19
19
19
19.3
19.3
32.8

67
71
69
20.0
19.3
32.8

69
72
73
20.1
19.3
32.8

25
25
25
25.0
25.0

62
59
62
25.4
25.0

24
24
24
34.5
26.0

66
74
72
35.5
26.0

28
28
28.5
28.5

74
69
29.4
28.5

The cells were serially subcultivated at the indicated oxygen tension and grown on a slowly shaking apparatus as
described in Materials and Methods.
* In Exp 1, A and B represent the work of two independent investigators carrying cells from the same initial culture to
phase-out. Exp 1 A is illustrated in Fig. 1.
~: Average Po, during growth period.
w Phase-out was defined as the inability to achieve confluence after four feedings over a 4-wk period.
[[ Standard deviation.
61
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TABLE I I

The Effect o f L o w Oxygen Tension on the Lifespan o f WI-38 Cells
Population doubling level
Exp 1
Oxygen tension

Exp 2

Exp 3

Begin

Phase-out*

Begin

Phase-out

Begin

Phase-out

27
27

61
37

26
26
26
26

54
45
35
42

24
24
24
24
24

65
54
55
40
53

ram big*

119
5.6
5.6
5.6
5.6

-+ 9w
+_ 1.4all
_ 1.4bll
+_- 1.4cll
~ 119$

TABLE III

Recovery of W1-38 Cell Populations after Prolonged
Exposure to Elevated Oxygen Tensions
Treatment at
Pc, 341 • 34
mm Hg

Recovery*

weeks

no. recovered/no, experiments

1
2
5-7

4/4
3/4
3/14

Lifespan of recovered cells
PDL at phase-out experiraental cultures (control*)

54 (60); 52 (54); 51 (54);w
45 (54); 52 (60);w
52II(70); 52 (69);w

entire 72-h recovery period (64 +-- 11) than when
it was added only for the last 24 h of the period
(29 +- 3), probably due to radiation damage (12).
To estimate what percentage of the population
could initiate D N A synthesis, the cells were exposed to sufficient [aH]thymidine (2.5 ttCi/ml; 2
Ci/mmol) to prevent cell division. U n d e r these
conditions of high radioactivity for the entire 72-h
TABLE I V

* Cultures were exposed to a Po, of 341 mm Hg for the indicated time. All
cultures were refed with fresh medium weekly. After week 1, the cultures
were subcultivated because they were confluent. They did not become
confluent again at Po~ 341 ram Hg. The ability of the culture to recover was
tested by changing the atmosphere to Pc, 137 ram Hg and allowing the
cultures to incohate at the lower oxygen tension for 3 additional weeks.
Recovery was defined as the ability to achieve enough cells to seed one
daughter flask (7.5 x 105 cells) and sufficient subsequent growth of the
daughter flask to allow for subeultivation.
* Control: grown entirely at Po, 137 • 9 ram Hg.
wIn each case, one flask which met the criteria for recovery was lost to
contaraination during subsequent subeultivation procedure and before the
life.span was completed.
IITreatment begun at PDL 43 (the weekly cumulative PDL of this subline is
shown in Fig. 1, line A); in all other experiments, treatment begun at PDL
23-26.

375 mm Hg

96-120
120-144
144--168
96-168
96-168

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
2.5

89
47
29
64
97

640 mm Hg

general, we determined the fraction of the cell
population that was able to initiate D N A synthesis
after a 96-h exposure to elevated oxygen (Table
IV).
The decline in microscope fields/1,000 cells (89
• 24 vs. 29 --- 3) reflects an increase in cell density
and indicates that cell doubling occurred during
recovery after exposure to Po2 375 m m Hg. Less
cell growth was obtained when 0.1 /zCi/ml
[aH]thymidine was added to the culture for the

96-120
120-144
144-168
96-168
96-168

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
2.5

112
97
85
136
127

* Three or four experiments in each category; 1,000-2,000 cells counted for
each experiment.
~: Cells were exposed to the elevated oxygen tension for 96 h before the
atmosphere was changed to a Pc, of 137 mm Hg to allow recovery. The
medium was not changed. A continuous label of [SH]thymidinewas added at
the indicated hour of the recovery period. The slides were fixed at the end of
the labeling period. Thus, not all slides recovered for 72 h.
wCells in this experiment had completed 40% of their llfespan and had 88%
labeled nuclei by the Cristofalo index.
II Standard deviation.
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Cell Recovery at Po2 137 m m Hg after 96-h Exposure to Elevated Oxygen Tension*

Po~ h 0-96

Hours of
continuous
label:[

Cell density
microscope
[3H]Thymi- fields/I,000
dine
cells

Labeled nucleig

taCilml

1977

%
• 2411
• 17
• 3
• 11
• 5

37
68
71
77
63

•
•
•
"r
•

8
6
5
6
6

•
•
•
•
•

2
23
53
34
34

•
•
•
+
•

0,5
5
3
4
3

16
9
19
31
21
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The cells were serially subcultivated at the indicated oxygen tension and grown without shaking in sealed glass
prescription bottles as described in Materials and Methods.
* Average P0, during growth period.
~: Phase-out was defined as the inability to achieve confluence after four feedings over a 4-wk period.
w Standard deviation.
II Replicate experiments carried independently.
82Carded at P0, 5.6 serially for 6 wk (38 PDL), then subcultivated at P0, 119 until phase-out.

DISCUSSION
The fact that the lifespan of WI-38 cells in vitro is
not extended by serial cultivation at Po~'S of 5.6
mm Hg, 26 mm Hg, or 50 mm Fig, suggests that
neither oxygen toxicity nor free radical reactions
play a significant role in delimiting the lifespan of

Effect o f Vitamin E and Oxygen
Tension on Cell Lifespan
Vitamin E (d-l-a-tocopherol), an agent known
to trap free radicals, has been reported to extend

TABLE V

The Effect of Vitamin E and Oxygen Tension on the Lifespan of WI-38 Cells
Population doubling level
Exp 1:
Po,* 140 mm Hgf

Medium supplement
-

4 ml homogenized medium
10/~g d-l-~tocopherol/ml
100/~g d-l-a-tocopherol/ml

Exp 2:
Po,* 49 - 6 mm Hgw

Exp 3:
Po,* 137 • 9 mm Hg

Exp 4:
Po," 341 • 34 mm Hg

Begin

Phase-out I[

Begin

Phase-out

Begin

Phase-out

Begin

Phase-out

18
27
24
18

67
69
66
67

19
37
37
33

61
64
63
64

19
35
35
33

63
65
64
67

16.0
16.0
16.0
16.0

17.5
17.5
17.3
17.1

The cells were serially subcultivated at the indicated oxygen tension and grown without shaking as described in
Materials and Methods. The medium supplement was freshly prepared and added at each weekly subcultivation. For
each experiment, the supplemented ceils were derived from the unsupplemented cultures in that experiment, at the
indicated PDL (Begin).
* Average Po, during growth period.
~t Exp 1 was performed under our routine 5% CO2:room air atmosphere and was not measured weekly.
wStandard deviation.
[I Phase-out was defined as the inability to achieve confluence after four feedings over a 4-wk period.
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the lifespan of WI-38 cells in culture (40). In our
experiments, when vitamin E was first placed in
the medium, about 14% (60 _-+ 11% vs. 74 -+ 7%,
N = 9, paired t-test P < 0.02) fewer cells attached
at 20 h in the vitamin E flasks than in controls that
had an equivalent amount of homogenized medium added. This slightly decreased attachment
was associated with a slight decrease in cell yield
during the few weeks of cultivation under these
conditions. However, cell attachment and cell
yield equalized after 6-8 wk of subcultivation under the two conditions.
Table V summarizes representative experiments
that show the effects of d-l-a-tocopherol on the
lifespan of WI-38 cells at various oxygen tensions.
Under our routine 5% CO~:room air atmosphere,
sister cultures carried serially in unsupplemented
medium, or 10/xg, or 100/zg of d-l-a-tocopherol
per ml showed no differences in lifespan. Similarly, cells carded serially under a Po2 of 49 mm
Hg or 137 mm Hg showed no differences in the
PDL at phase-out with or without vitamin E. Cells
grown under a Po2 of 341 --4-34 mm Hg were not
protected by the addition of the antioxidant. Thus,
in this series of experiments, vitamin E did not
alter the lifespan of WI-38 cells in culture.

period, the cells did not proliferate (97 --- 5 fields/
1,000 cells vs. 78 -+ 10 fields/I,000 cells obtained
from control cultures [data not shown in Table IV]
after 97 h of exposure to Po~ 375 mm Hg and fixed
before recovery was allowed). The data show that
- 6 3 % of the cells in this population were capable
of initiating DNA synthesis (%LN) as compared
to 88% for cells never exposed to elevated oxygen. Similarly, after 96-h exposure to 640 mm Hg,
34% (control 88%) of the cells were capable of
initiating DNA synthesis in the first 72 h of recovery. Note that in this experiment the radiation
damage induced by 0.1 /zCi/ml of [aH]thymidine,
in conjunction with the effect of 96 h of a Po, of
640 mm Hg, was also sufficient to prevent the cells
from dividing. We have previously shown that,
after 168 h of exposure to a Po~ of 600 mm Hg,
55-70% of the cells were capable of excluding
erythrocin B dye (2). Therefore, it is possible that
a larger fraction of the population would recover if
a longer recovery time was allowed.
That substantial portions of the population were
able to initiate DNA synthesis after exposure to
elevated oxygen tensions suggests that we are not
simply selecting a few resistant clones of cells.
Population growth and metabolism during recovery from exposure to elevated oxygen tension has
been reported in detail elsewhere (2).
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few resistant clones, is capable of initiating DNA
synthesis in the first 72 h after a 96-h exposure to a
Po, of 375 mm Hg (72%) or 640 mm Hg (40%).
The lifespan of a population exposed to a Pm of
341 mm Hg for 1 wk appears to be the same as the
lifespan of a culture never exposed to the elevated
oxygen tension.
However, prolonged exposure (5-7 wk) to elevated oxygen tensions prevents most cultures from
recovering. Interestingly, the lifespan of the cell
populations that did recover was shorter than that
of control cells. It is not possible to interpret the
significance of the length of the recovered populations' lifespan until we know how large a fraction
of the cell population recovers after this prolonged
exposure.
Packer and Smith (40) reported that the addition of 10/xg/ml or 100/zg/ml d-l-a-tocopherol to
WI-38 cells at each subcultivation extended the in
vitro lifespan of the cells from 65 to 115 PDL.
Furthermore, they reported that a brief exposure
to d-l-a-tocopherol (from the 45th to 73rd PDL)
conferred the same effect as continual exposure.
Using methodology similar to theirs, we have been
unable to reproduce this result. Packer and Smith
used a single substrain of WI-38 cells; we used
multiple substrains of WI-38 cells and repeated
the experiment over 15 times. Finally, Packer and
Smith (40) did indicate in a subscript to their
paper that their experiments were begun with one
lot of serum and that, after their cells had gone
90-105 PDL, a new serum lot was started and the
cells phased out. They suggest that there was some
unique property of that one serum lot which explains their results. We noted a 14% poorer attachment when cells were initially exposed to vitamin E; however, attachment equalized after 6-8
wk of growth (20 population doublings) on the
antioxidant. However, even if (a) this attachment
difference persisted for the entire cell lifespan, (b)
PDL was calculated using a ratio of cell attachment to cell yield rather than the conventional
method of cells inoculated to cell yield, and (c)
the weekly cell yield was identical in the vitamin E
and control flasks (rather than the slightly better
initial growth in the control flasks), the maximum
additional population doublings attributed to the
antioxidant-treated cultures over those attributed
to control cultures would be less than six. Thus,
even allowing for these remote possibilities, there
was no lifespan extension in the cells that received
the antioxidant.
Other investigators have found either no effect
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human diploid WI-38 cells in vitro under ambient
oxygen tensions. This conclusion is further supported by the results showing that the addition of
the free radical-trapping agent d-l-a-tocopherol at
each subcultivation did not prolong lifespan. Furthermore, recovery after growth arrest resulting
from exposure to elevated partial pressures of
oxygen suggests that oxygen inhibits growth by a
mechanism different from that responsible for the
ultimate limitation on the proliferative capacity of
the cell population.
If accumulated peroxidative damage played a
significant role in limiting the lifespan of human
diploid cells in culture, one would need to explain
why similar damage does not limit the lifespan of
tumor cell populations. It seems unlikely that the
indefinite lifespan of HeLa or mouse LS cells
could be due to a more efficient scavenging of free
radicals since growth of these tumor cells is also
very sensitive to inhibition by elevated partial
pressures of oxygen (32, 45).
We previously showed (1, 2) that the population doubling time of exponentially growing WI38 cells was minimal at a Po2 from 26 to 50 mm
Hg; and that although it increased by 15% at a Po2
of 137 mm Hg, the final saturation densities were
similar throughout this range of oxygen tension.
Ambient air has a Po2 of 158; tracheal air in the
human, a Po2 of 149; alveolar air, a Po2 of 100;
arterial blood, a Po~ of 95; and mixed venous
blood, a Po~ of 40 (34). The Po~ venous blood
overestimates the tissue Po2 because gradients on
the order of tens of mm Hg probably exist between the blood in the capillary systems and the
sites of 02 reduction (19). Moreover, the rat continues breathing until the intracellular Po~ in its
brain falls below 0.2 mm Hg (5). From our studies, there appears to be a broad range of oxygen
tensions in which the cells can live and divide
normally, and the higher limit of this range is
probably well above the Po~ to which cells are
normally exposed in situ.
Although we do not know how oxygen inhibits
cell growth, we have established that such inhibition is due to some effect on the cells and not on
the medium (2). In addition, the retardation of
growth induced by Po/s 290-560 mm Hg is not
due to a generalized inhibition of cellular metabolism, because the glucose consumption and lactate
production of these cells are markedly stimulated
(2). Further, the cells have an extraordinary ability to recover from exposure to elevated oxygen
tensions. Much of this population, not simply a
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